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· What is the First Tee Code of Conduct?
· How do you tell who goes first at the first tee box?
· If you get one stroke under PAR what is it called? (or it’s name.)  
· If the ball is headed to someone, what do you yell?
· What are all the 9 Core Values? 
· Whose responsibility is it to accurately record and report your score?
· Why should you never walk in the line of someone’s putt?
· Can you give yourself a better lay or shot by simply just moving the ball?
· What part of the golf course has the lowest cut grass?
· The area where the players meet and start a hole is called what?
· Where should you always stop and mark your scorecard to keep the pace of play?
· What is PACE OF PLAY?
· Being friendly and shaking hands when greeting others are behaviors that show? Judgment 

OR Courtesy?
· You must play the ball as it ______?
· What is a divot? 
· Let's say you're on your last hole and you break your putter ! Can you just borrow a putter 

from somewhere?
· I am an odd number. Take away a letter and I become even What number am I? 
· What has hands but doesn't clap? 
· If a red house is made of red brick, yellow houses made of yellow brick, what is a greenhouse 

made of? 
· What is full of holes but still holds water? 
· What is always in front of you but can’t be seen? 
· Where can you find cities, towns, shops, and streets but no people?
· I make two people out of one. Who am I?
· I am white when I am dirty and black when I’m clean, What am I? 
· I have no doors but I have keys, I have no rooms but I do have a space, you can enter but you 

can never leave. What am I?
· What can travel around the world while staying in a corner?     
· I am a word of six; my first three letters refer to an automobile; my last three letters refer to 

a household animal; my first four letters are a fish; my whole is found in your room. What 
am I?

· You are going to play golf. You are wearing a pair of pants. Why? 

Golfesh Trivia Night!!!
· How many questions can you get right?

· Have a parent or sibling play with you.

· We will review at our next Zoom meeting Sunday May 24, 2020.

· Answers need to be emailed to Coach Rio at: rhawkins@thefirstteepittsburgh.org
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· I'm related to you. I'm really close to you! I'm your cousin's aunt. Who am I? 
· I HAVE 1lb. of feathers and 1 lb. of bricks .What object is heavier?!? 
· This is as light as a feather, yet no man can hold it for long. What am I? 
· Riddle: What has to be broken before you can use it?
· Riddle: If two’s company, and three’s a crowd, what are four and five? 
· What begins with T, finishes with T, and has T in it? 

                      LAST QUESTION IS WHO WON THE LAST MASTERS?

 

 


